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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a conceptual and numerical model of 
multiphase flow in fractures. The void space of real 
rough-walled rock fractures is conceptualized as a two
dimensional heterogeneous porous medium, character
ized by aperture as a function of position in the fracture 
plane. Portions of a fracture are occupied by wetting and 
non-wetting phase, respectively, according to local capil
lary pressure and accessibility criteria. Phase occupancy 
and permeability are derived by assuming a parallel-plate 
approximation for suitably small subregions in the frac
ture plane. Wetting and non-wetting phase relative per
meabilities are calculated by numerically simulating sin
gle phase flows separately in the wetted and non-wetted 
pore spaces. Illustrative examples indicate that relative 
permeabilities depend sensitively on the nature and range 
of spatial correlation between apertures. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most high-temperature geothermal reservoirs are situated 
in formations with predominant fracture permeability. In 
many of these systems two-phase flow of liquid water 
and vapor occurs in the fractures naturally, or will be 
induced from boiling in response to fluid production. 
Geothermal wells will usually produce at commercially 
viable rates only if they intercept sufficiently permeable 
fracture wnes. Multiphase flow in fractures also occurs 
in oil and gas production, and in the vicinity of geologic 
repositories for heat-generating nuclear wastes . 

When analyzing multiphase flows it is important to care
fully distinguish between fluid phases and components. 
Liquid water and water vapor constitute a single
component two-phase system, while mixtures of water 
and oil, or water and natural gas, are two phase systems 
consisting of at least two components. (Oil and natural 
gas themselves may contain many different components 
or chemical species). Single-component two-phase sys
tems may behave rather differently than their two
component counterparts. For example, a gas (vapor) 
phase can evolve inside a body of liquid water by phase 

transformation (boiling) in response to suitable changes 
in temperature or pressure. The vapor phase need not be 
geometrically connected to a contiguous body of vapor. 
This is in contrast to two-component two-phase systems, 
where the phase composition in a region can only change 
if an invading phase can access the region through a con
tinuous flow path. In addition to issues of phase occu
pancy, phase mobilities are also different in single
component two-phase systems. Through a thermo
dynamic analysis, Verma (1986) showed that vapor bub
bles cannot get trapped at pore throats in concurrent 
vapor-liquid flow, while under suitable capillary pressure 
conditions the non-wetting phase in a two-component 
system may get trapped. 

Given the wide occurrence and practical importance of 
multiphase flows in fractures, it is surprising that very lit
tle quantitative information on such flows is available. 
Experimental work has demonstrated multiphase flow 
effects in fractures (Barton, 1972; Bawden and Roegiers, 
1985), but we are not aware of any measurements of frac
ture relative permeabilities in the literature. The lack of 
laboratory data is probably due to difficulties in control
ling and measuring phase saturations in fractures. Stan
dard laboratory techniques such as gamma ray or 
microwave attenuation devices are sensitive to the 
volumetric composition of a multiphase system. The 
void volumes present in fractures, however, are invari
ably small compared to sample volumes and interstitial 
voids in unfractured material, so that the application of 
volumetric methods meets with great difficulties and 
inaccuracies. 

From a theoretical viewpoint the subject of multiphase 
flow in fractures has also received very little attention. 
The chief obstacle here seems to be that until recently 
there was a lack of credible models for pore space 
geometry in natural rock fractures. Evans and coworkers 
have used capillary theory to study the multiphase flow 
behavior of systems of idealized parallel-plate fractures 
(Evans, 1983; Evans and Huang, 1983; Rasmussen et al., 
1985), and of wedge-shaped fractures with continuously 
varying apertures (Rasmussen, 1987). Newly developed 
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imaging techniques (Gentier, 1986; Pyrak-Nolte et al., 
1987; Hakami, 1988) have led to the conceptualization of 
fractures as two-dimensional heterogeneous porous 
media, with flow taking place in intersecting channels of 
varying aperture (Tsang and Tsang, 1987; Wang et al., 
1988; Montazer et al., 1988). These emerging concepts 
open the way for new theoretical approaches to multi
phase flow in fractures. 

TWo-DIMENSIONAL POROUS MEDIA 

In the hydrologic literature fractures have often been 
idealized as the void space enclosed between two parallel 
plates. "Real" rock fractures, however, have rough sur
faces with numerous contact points. Recent observations 
indicate that the topography of fracture walls may have 
fractal structure (Brown and Scholz, 1985; Wang et al., 
1988). In this paper we focus on "small" fractures in hard 
rock, with apertures typically in the submillimeter range, 
as opposed to fracture zones which consist of a layer of 
highly permeable material sandwiched between rock of 
low permeability. Fracture zones may have widths of 
order 0.1 to 1 m and have a three-dimensional pore struc
ture. In contrast, the small fractures considered here con
sist of the void space enclosed between two impermeable 
surfaces, which in a topological sense constitutes a two
dimensional porous medium. Quantitatively this can be 
described by specifying the two boundary surfaces, 
zi =zi(x,y) fori= 1, 2. Alternatively, one can specify 
the midplane z = (z1 + z2}/2 and the local aperture b(x,y) 
= z2 - z1. For simplicity we assume fractures to be 
planar in the following (z = const.); however, this 
assumption is made only for convenience and is not 
necessary for our model. The important property of the 
fracture model developed here is the two-dimensional 
nature of the pore space. 

Several different techniques have been used to experi
mentally characterize apertures of rough-walled frac
tures, including linear profilometer scans (e.g. Gentier, 
1986}, two-dimensional imaging from replicas of the 
pore space made by injection of Woods' metal or epoxy 
resins (Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1987; Gale, 1987; Gentier et 
al., 1989), and application of fluid drops of known 
volume (Hakami, 1988). Different scales of spatial corre
lation among apertures have been noted experimentally 
(Gentier, 1986). In various instances fracture apertures 
have been found to follow a skewed distribution well 
approximated by a log-normal distribution (Gentier, 
1986; Gale, 1987; Hakami, 1988). Figures I and 2 show 
examples of fracture pore spaces simulated by computer 
(see below). 

Adopting a finite spatial resolution lh x !J.y results in a 
discretized representation of fracture apertures, with 
average aperture being bij in the element (xi - !J.x/2, 
xi +!J.x/2; Yj -!J.y/2, Yj +!J.y/2} of the fracture plane. In 
the calculations reported below we use a 20 x 20 grid to 
discretize a 40mm x 40mm portion of a fracture plane, so 
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that !J.x = !J.y = 2mm(Figures 3 and 4). For convenience, 
we will use a shorthand notation (ij). for an element of 
the fracture plane. Discretized representations of frac
ture apertures can be generated from continuous distribu
tions through stochastic techniques, or they can be 
directly obtained from laboratory specimen by digitizing 
pore space images into a finite number of "pixels". 

In the present study, we use geostatistical methods to 
generate discretized aperture distributions in the fracture 
plane. In most cases we use a lognormal distribution of 
apertures with an exponential spatial covariance. The 
aperture generation code COVAR (William and El-Kadi, 
1986) was modified to allow for anisotropic covariance. 
The input parameters to the aperture generation code are 
log b0, CJ, Ax, and A.y, which denote, respectively, the 
mean and standard deviation of the lognormal distribu
tion, and the spatial correlation lengths in x and y direc
tions. 

Figures 1 and 2 show stochastic realizations of lognormal 
aperture distributions in a fracture plane with different 
length and anisotropy of spatial correlation. The parame
ters for these distributions are given in Table 1, and the 
discretized counterparts are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 

RELATIVE PERMEABILITY MODEL 

It is well established that for single-phase flow the per
meability of a parallel-plate fracture of aperture b is 
given by 

b2 
k=-

12 
(1) 

This permeability is present over a flow sheet of width b 
so that, when normalized to a unit thickness perpendicu
lar to the fracture, the average permeability is 

- b3 
k=-

12 
(2) 

whence the term "cubic law" for this relationship. In 
two-phase conditions, the capillary pressure between 
wetting and non-wetting phases is given by 

p _ 2y· COS<X 
c- b (3) 

where y is the surface tension between wetting and non
wetting phases, and a is the contact angle between the 
wetting phase meniscus and the fracture wall. We adopt 
the convention of taking P c > 0, and we assume that the 
contact angle for water-vapor (or wetting-nonwetting 
phase) is 0. 

The crucial concept developed in this paper can now be 
stated as follows: As far as multiphase flow properties 
are concerned, a rough-walled fracture with position-
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dependent aperture is assumed to behave locally like a 
parallel-plate fracture with the same average aperture 
(Brown, 1987). Thus, a fracture element with aperture 
bij has a single-phase permeability bG/12, and its phase 
occupancy is governed by the local capillary pressure 
Pij = 2ylbij. In "quasistatic" conditions of low pressure 
gradients (low capillary number), when both wetting and 
non-wetting phase have access to the fracture element 
(ij), it will contain wetting phase if Pe < Pij• non-wetting 
phase if P e > Pij. Note that this assumption ignores possi
ble effects from wetting phase which may be held by 
small-scale roughness or by adsorptive forces in the walls 
of fracture elements the bulk of which would be drained 
(Pruess et al., 1988). Mineral coatings may also play a 
role in complicating phase occupancy and mobility 
(N.G.W. Cook, private communication). 

Our procedure for calculating capillary pressures and 
relative permeabilities can now be described as follows. 

(1) Obtain a discretized representation bij of fracture 
apertures for a finite rectangular domain, either by 
generating a stochastic realization of a suitable 
aperture distribution, or by directly digitizing an 
image of the pore space (see Figures 3 and 4). 

(2) Define a cutoff-aperture be, corresponding to a 
capillary pressure Pe = 2ylbe, and occupy all aper
tures smaller than be with wetting phase, all larger 
apertures with non-wetting phase. (This occupancy 
rule ignores global accessibility criteria which may 
be very important in two-component flow; it is 
appropriate for single-component vapor-liquid sys
tems.) Calculate the saturation Sew (and 

. Scnw = 1- Sew) corresponding to the cutoff capil
lary pressure Pe by directly summing the wetted 
pore volume. 

(3) Apply suitable constant-pressure conditions at the 
boundaries of the fracture, and simulate fluid flow in 
the network of occupied fracture elements. (In our 
simulations, flow is taking place in the x-direction, 
with no-flow boundaries at y = 0 andy= 1; see Fig
ures 3 and 4.) The steady-state flow rate obtained 
when only apertures less than be are occupied will 
yield the effective wetting phase permeability; a 
similar simulation with only apertures larger than be 
occupied will yield the effective non-wetting phase 
permeability. It should be noted that it is only under 
conditions of small capillary number that the two
phase flow problem in the fracture plane separates 
into two single-phase flow problems. When size
able pressure gradients are present the flowing 
phases will be able to invade otherwise "forbidden" 
pores. 

(4) Division of the effective phase permeability by the 
single-phase permeability (all apertures occupied) 
yields the relative permeability at saturation Sew· 
Repeat the procedure for a range of be (and Sew)to 
obtain the entire relative permeability and capillary 
pressure curves. 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

In order to implement the procedure outlined above it is 
necessary to derive the transmissivity between fracture 
elements of different aperture. Consider a "connection" 
(flow contact) between two fracture elements with aper
tures bn and bm, respectively (Figure 5). Neglecting 
non-linear flow effects at the juncture, the total pressure 
drop between n and m can be expressed as 

(4) 

Here Pi denotes the pressure at the interface, Fmn is the 
mass flow rate, fJ. is fluid viscosity, p is density, and 
Dn, kn, An are nodal distance, permeability, and cross
sectional area for flow in fracture element n, respectively 
(likewise for element m). Introducing an effective per
meability kmn and connection area Amn, the pressure 
drop can also be written as 

(5) 

Equating the expressions (4) and (5), and inserting for 
flow area An = bn x l:iy, similarly for Am, and using Eq. 
(1) for permeability, we obtain 

(6) 

indicating that only the product of effective interface per
meability kmn and interface area Amn is defined. For the 
numerical implementation we find it convenient to take 
kmn = k = const. for all flow connections. With this con
vention we obtain 

(Dn + Dm)11Y 

[ 
Dn Dm l 12k -+-
b~ b~ 

(7) 

for "active" (occupied) connections; Amn = 0 for inactive 
connections. 

We have incorporated these equations into our general
purpose simulator "MULKOM" (Pruess, 1983, 1988). 
Additional minor code changes were made to improve 
the calculational efficiency for small fracture domains, in 
which individual fracture elements, represented as 
separate grid blocks, have small linear dimensions of 
order 1 mm. The modifications include specification of a 
fictitious very large fluid viscosity (of order 106 Pa·s) to 
scale up pressure differences between neighboring grid 
blocks and thereby diminish numerical cancellation 
errors, and automatic adjustment of time step and conver
gence criteria to expedite and recognize attainment of a 
steady state. From the numerical simulation we obtain 



the total steady-state flow rate F across the fracture 
between boundaries separated by a distance L and held at 
a pressure difference of M>. A straightforward applica
tion of Darcy's law gives the following expression for 
effective permeability 

(8) 

The permeability in Eq. (8) is normalized to a cross
sectional area A, which we take to be 1 m2; i.e., it is 
assumed that the modeled fracture segment is embedded 
in a cross-sectional area of 1 x 1 m2. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The accuracy of the numerical simulation procedure was 
verified by comparison with computations using an elec
tric resistor analog. Simulations were then performed for 
a number of discretized realizations of lognormal and 
normal aperture distributions with different mean values 
and spatial correlation lengths. Figures 6 and 7 show 
results for wetting and nonwetting phase relative per
meabilities, respectively, for the two aperture distribu
tions of Figures 3 and 4 (parameters as given in Table 1). 
The different data points in Figures 6 and 7 correspond to 
different cutoff apertures be. 

Before discussing the simulation results presented in Fig
ures 6 and 7 it should be emphasized that these are to be 
considered a first rough illustration of the trends; due to· 
various approximations and idealizations involved they 
are not expected to provide a quantitatively valid evalua
tion of fracture relative permeabilities. The test calcula
tions performed so far indicate that relative permeability . 
predictions depend sensitively on the details of spatial 
correlation between apertures; a realistic description of 
these correlations is required before quantitatively useful 
results can be obtained. Other limitations arise from the 
stochastic nature of the aperture distributions; calcula
tions for a reasonably large number of realizations would 
be needed before firm conclusions can be drawn. The 
rather coarse discretization (20 x 20) of the fracture 
plane and the five-point finite difference scheme used 
here result in grid orientation errors (Forsythe and 
Wasow, 1960; Yanosik and McCracken, 1979). By res
tricting flow connections to the four nearest neighbors 
with a shared interface, the five-point scheme will pro
duce an overestimate of flow interference between 
phases. 

The most remarkable feature of the relative permeability 
curves shown in Figure 6 is the apparent strong interfer
ence between the phases: Immobile nonwetting phase 
saturation is extremely large, about 84%, and a saturation 
"window" in which both phases would be mobile is virtu
ally non-existent. This contrasts with the behavior shown 
in Figure 7, where immobile non wetting saturation is a 
more modest (although still large) 51.5%, and there is a 
considerable range of saturations over which both phases 

can flow simultaneously. In our calculations so far we 
have generally found that a significant window of two
phase mobility exists only for anisotropic aperture distri
butions, with considerably larger spatial correlation 
length in the direction of flow than perpendicular to it. 

Our wetting phase relative permeabilities appear to be 
generally similar to experimental results for (three
dimensional) porous media (Osoba et al., 1951; Johnson 
et al., 1959; Brooks and Corey, 1964), while non-wetting 
phase relative permeabilities are predicted to drop off 
rather rapidly with increasing wetting phase saturation. 

This can be understood from the characteristics of the 
lognormal distribution, in which there are many rela
tively small apertures and a small number of large aper
tures. In the absence of long-range spatial correlations 
between apertures (see Figure 1), a contiguous flow path 
for nonwetting phase can only be maintained when in 
addition to all the large apertures also some of the 
smaller apertures contain nonwetting phase. In other 
words, a relatively large nonwetting phase saturation is 
required before nonwetting phase can flow. 

Phase interference is generally stronger in two
dimensional than in three-dimensional porous media, 
because there are fewer alternative routes for bypassing 
inaccessible pores. (In percolation theory parlance, two
dimensional media have a smaller coordination number). 
Anisotropic spatial correlation, with larger correlation 
length in the direction of flow, tends to segregate the 
small aperture and the large aperture pathways (see Fig
ure 2). This diminishes phase interference and broadens 
the saturation window for two-phase mobility (Figure 7). 
The sudden jump in non-wetting phase relative permea
bility at Sw = 48.5% occurs because of a single pore 
throat located near x = 0.5, y = 0.3 (see Figures 2 and 4). 

At the present time there are no reliable observational 
data with which our predictions for fracture relative per
meabilities can be compared. However, there is some 
evidence from fractured geothermal reservoirs which 
suggests that the sum of liquid and vapor relative per
meabilities is close to 1 over the entire range of satura
tions (Grant, 1917; Pruess et al., 1983, 1984; Bodvarsson 
et al., 1987). Such behavior is not necessarily in 
disagreement with our findings; in fact, it is straightfor
ward to identify geometric characteristics of fracture 
aperture distributions that would lessen or completely 
eliminate interference between phases, and thereby give 
rise to larger wetting and nonwetting phase relative per
meabilities at intermediate saturations. 

For example, it is quite conceivable that fractures com
monly have certain long-range spatial correlations 
between apertures. These could be provided by channels 
or rivulets formed by mechanical erosion or mineral dis
solution processes. Another possibility is that field
determined relative permeabilities could pertain to an 
aggregate response of several fractures of different mag
nitude, with wetting phase flowing in the smaller frac-
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tures, nonwetting phase in the larger ones. Under such 
conditions of segregated flow the sum of wetting and 
nonwetting phase relative permeabilities would be near 1 
at all levels of saturation. 

In addition to geometric characteristics of the fracture 
pore space, there is a purely thermodynamic effect that 
could enhance nonwetting phase permeability in single
component two-phase flow. As was shown by Verma 
(1986), phase transformation effects will prevent vapor 
bubbles from getting trapped at pore throats in concurrent 
vapor-liquid flow. Verma's analysis indicates that phase 
change processes will in effect enable vapor flow to take 
place even if there is no contiguous flow path for the 
vapor phase. This effect would generally enhance 
nonwetting phase relative permeability in single
component two-phase systems (a volatile fluid and its 
vapor) in comparison to two-component systems. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have developed a new conceptual approach for wet
ting and nonwetting phase relative permeabilities in real 
rough-walled rock fractures. Our method utilizes a quan
titative description of the fracture pore space in terms of 
an aperture distribution, which can be obtained either 
through direct laboratory measurements on fracture 
specimens, or by means of stochastic computer-generated 
realizations of mathematical distribution functions. The 
crucial concept used in our method is that the capillary 
and permeability properties of a fracture can be approxi
mated by a parallel-plate model locally. This is a 
hypothesis which requires further experimental and 
theoretical study. 

First applications of the method involved computer simu
lation of flow in fractures with synthetic (lognormal) 
aperture distributions. It was found that interference 
between phases is generally strong. The sum of wetting 
and nonwetting phase relative permeabilities is much less 
than 1 at intermediate saturations, unless there are long
range spatial correlations among apertures in the direc
tion of flow. Such correlations are likely to occur com
monly in fractures in the form of channels or rivulets. 
Even so, first results seem to indicate that immobile non
wetting phase saturations in fractures may be large, of 
order 50%. However, this result may only be applicable 
to two-component two-phase systems, such as water and 
gas (or air), or water and oil. In geothermal reservoirs we 
are dealing with essentially single-component (water) 
two-phase systems. In these systems phase change pro
vides an additional degree of freedom in two-phase flow, 
which will diminish or eliminate blocking of one phase 
by the other, and thereby enhance nonwetting phase rela
tive permeability. Contributions from matrix flow, 
neglected in this paper, will also tend to lessen phase 
interference. 

There is some evidence from fractured geothermal reser
voirs that the sum of liquid and vapor relative permeabili-

ties is close to 1 at all saturations. We suggest that this 
feature may be due to the indicated phase transformation 
effects rather than due to fracture flow, as has often been 
assumed in the geothermal literature. All else being 
equal, the sum of wetting and nonwetting phase relative 
permeabilities at intermediate saturations should be 
smaller in fractures than in three-dimensional porous 
media, because of the reduced possibility for bypassing 
inaccessible pores. 

The relative permeability functions shown in Figures 6 
and 7 were obtained for highly idealized aperture distri
butions, with no explicit allowance for phase change 
effects in vapor-liquid flow. They are not expected to 
give a realistic outlook on relative permeabilities in frac
tured geothermal reservoirs. Work is continuing to apply 
the method developed in this paper to conditions and 
parameters of practical interest. 
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Figure 1. Contour diagram of a lognormal aperture dis
tribution in a fracture plane with isotropic spatial correla
tion (Case 1, Table 1). 
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Figure 2. A lognormal aperture distribution with aniso
tropic spatial correlation (Case 2, Table 1). 

Table 1. Parameters for lognormal aperture distribu
tions 

>-

mean aperture (Jlm) 
standard deviation 
x-spatial correlation 
y-spatial correlation 

Case 1 Case 2 

81.8 
0.43 
0.20 
0.20 

81.8 
0.43 
0.60 
0.20 
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Figure 3. A 20 x 20 discretized version of the fracture 
apertures shown in Figure 1. Lighter shading 
corresponds to larger apertures. 
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Figure 4. A 20 x 20 discretized version of the fracture 
apertures shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 5. Schematic of a connection between two frac
ture elements, looking down onto the fracture plane (top), 
and giving an elevation view (bottom). 
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Figure 6. Simulated wetting and nonwetting phase rela
tive permeabilities for the lognormal aperture distribution 
og Figures 1 and 3. 

Figure 7. Simulated wetting and nonwetting phase rela
tive permeabilities for the lognormal aperture distribution 
of Figures 2 and 4 with long-range anisotropic spatial 
correlation. 
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